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Why peer review data?
• Peer-review of a scientific publication is
generally only applied to analysis,
interpretation and conclusions, and not the
underlying data.
• But if the conclusions are valid, the data
must be of good quality.
• We need quality assurance of the data
underlying research publications – either
through peer-review or data repository
checking.
• Researchers need credit for creating,
managing and opening their data.
• For “Big Data” communities data checking
happens as part of the sharing and
archiving process, along with credit
mechanisms for the data producers.

• Data journals provide academic credit for
researchers in small groups, in an
environment where academic status is
solely based on publication record.
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How to peer review data
The process will vary across
domains.
Standardised set of questions to
guide the reviewer’s thoughts.
Some portions of the review can be
carried out by the journal editorial
assistant, or the data repository
manager hosting the data.
Many questions deal with
fundamental issues regarding the
accessibility of the data and
understandability of the metadata

http://libguides.luc.edu/content.php?pid=5464&sid=164619

“Will I be able to use and
understand this data in the future?”
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Finding the datasets
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My biases
My background is the space-time
variability of rain fields
- hence choosing rain and precipitation
datasets
I didn’t choose any datasets from the
NERC data centres
Choices of datasets to review were made
based on what I thought would be
interesting examples.
- results are not statistically valid!

http://www.fastcompany.com/3019903/work-smart/8subconscious-mistakes-our-brains-make-every-dayand-how-to-avoid-them

Data producers probably didn’t expect
their data to be reviewed like this either.
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Editorial questions
•

Does the dataset have a permanent
identifier?
• Yes, a DOI.

•

Does it have a landing page (or
README file or similar) with additional
information/metadata, which allows you
to determine that this is indeed the
dataset you're looking for?

•

Is it in an accredited/trusted repository?

•

Is the dataset accessible? If not, are the
terms and conditions for access clearly
defined?

If the answer to any of
these is “No” – dataset
should be rejected without
sending for review.
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Dataset 1: Hubbard Brook Rain Gages
Citation: Campbell, John; (2004): Hubbard Brook Rain Gages; USDA
Forest Service. http://dx.doi.org/10.6073/AA/KNB-LTER-HBR.100.2
Landing page?

Yes

Trusted
repository?

DataONE hosting the landing
page, data being held by
Hubbard Brook Ecosystem
Study, part of the USDA Forest
Service.

Accessible
dataset?

The link in the “download”
section takes you to an
executable file! Other links are
broken.
Large chunks of text dealing
with Acceptable Use,
Redistribution and Citation

Verdict: Revise and resubmit.
(I wouldn’t even send it to a
reviewer as it is)
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Dataset 2: Daily Rainfall Data (FIFE)
Citation: HUEMMRICH, K.F.; BRIGGS, J.M.; (1994): Daily Rainfall Data (FIFE);
ORNL Distributed Active Archive Center. http://dx.doi.org/10.3334/ORNLDAAC/29
Landing
page?

Yes

Trusted
repository?

I know ORNL DAAC, the
federation, but haven’t worked
with the Biogeochemical
Dynamics group

Accessible
dataset?

Need to sign in to download the
data.
Confusing list of files underneath
the “Download Data” button,
with the caption “Below are files
for this dataset”. Further down
the page is “Download Data Set
Files: (1.0 MBytes in 89
Files)” (with no hyperlink to click
on), which seems to suggest that
the files on the page aren’t the
data.

Verdict: Don’t know!
Access restrictions put reviewers off.
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Dataset 3: ARM: Total Precipitation
Sensor
Citation: Jessica, Cherry; (2006): ARM: Total Precipitation Sensor; Not Available.
http://dx.doi.org/10.5439/1025305

DOI resolved for long
enough for me to
select dataset for
review, then failed to
resolve an hour later.
Four days later it still
didn’t resolve, so I
gave up.

Verdict: Reject!
If the DOI doesn’t resolve, it shouldn’t even be sent
for review.
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Dataset 4: rain
Citation: Lindenmayer, David B.; Wood, Jeff; McBurney, Lachlan; Michael, Damian; Crane,
Mason; MacGregor, Christopher; Montague-Drake, Rebecca; Gibbons, Philip; Banks, Sam
C.; (2011): rain; Dryad Digital Repository. http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/DRYAD.QP1F6H0S/3
Landing
page?

Yes

Trusted
repository?

Yes

Accessible
dataset?

Yes, both the data file rain.csv
and the readme.txt file are both
clearly found on the page and
are easily downloadable.

Access terms
and
conditions
appropriate?

Yes.
“To the extent possible under
law, the authors have waived all
copyright and related or
neighboring rights to this data.”
CC-zero and Open Data logos
next to that text
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Dataset 4: rain
Format
acceptable?

Yes - csv

Can I open the
files?

Yes

Proprietary
software?
including version
number?

Not applicable

Metadata
appropriate?

The metadata is in the readme.txt
file and is a simple sentence:
“rain.csv contains rainfall in mm for
each month at Marysville, Victoria
from January 1995 to February
2009”. This is not enough
metadata.

Unexplained/
non-standard
acronyms in the
dataset title/
metadata?

Data calibrated
and calibration
supplied?

Don’t know

Data flagged with
explanation?

Yes – null flags, but no
explanation

Metadata about
how/why the data
was collected?

Not in the readme file, or on the
landing page itself.
Maybe in the paper associated
with this data package – which
is paywalled

Variable names
defined with
units?

Not in the csv file itself, but
there is a little bit of information
in the readme.txt file

The dataset title is just “rain”, which
is not very helpful at all to any
potential users. On the landing
page, it does show clearly that this
particular dataset is, in fact, part of
another larger data package
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Dataset 4: rain
Citation: Lindenmayer, David B.; Wood, Jeff; McBurney, Lachlan; Michael, Damian; Crane,
Mason; MacGregor, Christopher; Montague-Drake, Rebecca; Gibbons, Philip; Banks, Sam
C.; (2011): rain; Dryad Digital Repository. http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/DRYAD.QP1F6H0S/3
Can data be
reused?

Yes, but only because it’s
such a simple measurement.
Though providing the latitude
and longitude of the site would
have made it far more useful.

Data of value?

Yes – but only because it’s
observational and can’t be
repeated

Obvious
mistakes?

No.

Data within
expected ranges

Yes

Relationship
between multiple
data variables
clear?

Not applicable

Verdict: Revise and resubmit
Small part of a research project not
really looking at rain.
Yet data could be amalgamated with
other datasets to make them more
useful.
Title needs more detail, as does
metadata – especially calibration,
type of gauge, latitude and longitude
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A Brief Pause
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Dataset 5: Meteorological records from the
Vernagtferner basin - Gletschermitte
Station, for the year 1987
Citation: Weber, Markus; Escher-Vetter, Heidi; (2014): Meteorological records from the
Vernagtferner basin - Gletschermitte Station, for the year 1987; PANGAEA - Data Publisher
for Earth & Environmental Science. http://dx.doi.org/10.1594/PANGAEA.832561
Access terms
and
conditions
appropriate?

Yes, Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 Unported

Format
acceptable?

Yes. Data is provided as tab
delimited text in a choice of
standards.

Metadata
appropriate?

Yes . Though there are gaps in
the series that you’ll only see by
looking at the data – it would
have been good to have these
gaps identified in the metadata.
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Dataset 5: Meteorological records from the
Vernagtferner basin - Gletschermitte
Station, for the year 1987
Data calibrated
and calibration
supplied?

No information supplied. Gauge is
given as “Weighing rain gauge,
Belfort”, but it would have been
helpful to give a make and model,
as a Google search results in
several different instruments of that
type.

Data flagged
with
explanation?

The data isn’t flagged, which
caused confusion when opening the
csv file in a text editor - looked like
there were no relative humidity or
precipitation sum values – but they
are there if the user scrolls down far
enough. The html view of the first
2000 lines is helpful, as it makes it
easy for the user to scroll quickly
through the data.

Metadata
about how/
why the data
was
collected?

Yes – this is a year’s worth of
data from a larger dataset
spanning multiple years, all at
the same location:
This dataset collection also
provides a link to a grey literature
document, also in Pangaea

Verdict: Accept
This dataset was the best
documented and will be very useful!
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Dataset 6: National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Weather Measurements: Monthly
Surface Data: Total Precipitation | Country: USA |
State: South Carolina – [Data-file]
Citation: Data-Planet by Conquest Systems, Inc. (2014). National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Weather Measurements: Monthly Surface Data: Total Precipitation |
Country: USA | State: South Carolina – [Data-file], Retrieved from http://www.dataplanet.com, Viewed: July 8, 2014. Dataset-ID: 018-002-006. doi:10.6068/
DP143A169EBCB2
Or (DataCite citation)
Conquest System Datasheet; (2013): Average Daily Precipitation from the Weather
Measurements: Monthly Surface Data Dataset shown in Inches; Conquest Systems, Inc..
http://dx.doi.org/10.6068/DP143A169EBCB2
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Dataset 6: National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Weather Measurements: Monthly
Surface Data: Total Precipitation | Country: USA |
State: South Carolina – [Data-file]
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Dataset 6: National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Weather Measurements: Monthly
Surface Data: Total Precipitation | Country: USA |
State: South Carolina – [Data-file]
Trusted
repository?

Unknown

Accessible
dataset?
Access terms and
conditions
appropriate?

No and no. The text at the top of the page
says “Log In to View Charts, Trends,
Maps of the data or to Download the
Data”. Clicking on the login link takes you
to a login page where you can login if you
have an existing account.
No information on that page about how to
register a new account, or even a link to a
help page.
Top level page of the site gives you a link
for FAQs, where you learn that it’s a
subscriber only platform, where the cost
“varies according to type of institution and
size of user population”.
http://homepage.data-planet.com/faq
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Verdict: Reject
Don’t even send out for
review

Dataset 7: ECHAM5-HAM precipitation
and aerosol optical depth data
Citation: Benjamin S. Grandey; (2014): ECHAM5-HAM precipitation and aerosol optical depth
data; Figshare. http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/M9.FIGSHARE.1061414

Format
acceptable?

*.nc files – assumed (rightly) to
be netcdf, but not explicitly
stated. Big files, so a warning
would be useful before download

Proprietary
software?
including
version
number?

No information provided on
dataset landing page

Metadata
appropriate?

Metadata on landing page only
gives a short outline of what the
data is, and the naming
conventions of the files.
Metadata in the headers of the
files, standard procedure for
netcdf, which gives variable
names, units etc.
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Dataset 7: ECHAM5-HAM precipitation
and aerosol optical depth data
Unexplained/nonstandard
acronyms in the
dataset title/
metadata?

ECHAM5.5-HAM2.0 is the model
name. Citations on the dataset page
to the model used and the Sundqvist
stratiform cloud cover scheme would
have been helpful.

Metadata about
how/why the data
was collected?

Only in the related paper - which is
open access.

Can data be
reused?

Yes – only because of the in-file
metadata in the netcdf files.

Data of value?

Model data can be rerun to
reproduce it. Making it available
allows users to check and verify the
linked papers conclusions more
easily.

Obvious
mistakes?

Hard to tell due to no easy to use
viewer.

Expected
ranges?
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Verdict: Accept
Would have been easier to
review if I was more of a
climate modeller.
Metadata on the landing page
wasn’t really enough to allow
reuse.
In-file metadata is good, but
requires the user to know
what the file is and how to
open it.

Conclusions (on a dataset level)
Dataset

Conclusion

Hubbard Brook rain
gauges

Landing pages need to be human as well as machine
readable.

Daily Rainfall Data
(FIFE)

Access controls (especially registering to view datasets)
put reviewers off.

ARM: Total
Precipitation Sensor

If the DOI doesn’t resolve, don’t bother sending it to the
reviewer.

rain

Relying on published papers to provide context and
metadata for data doesn’t work if they’re behind a
paywall.

Meteorological
records from the
Vernagtferner basin
- Gletschermitte
Station, for the year
1987

Good metadata makes reviewing so much easier. Linking
the datasets to their parent collection and providing access
to grey literature (project documents) also supports the
reuse of the data.
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Conclusions (on a dataset level)
Dataset

Conclusion

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. Weather
Measurements: Monthly Surface Data:
Total Precipitation | Country: USA |
State: South Carolina – [Data-file]

Be consistent with citations and dataset
metadata.

ECHAM5-HAM precipitation and
aerosol optical depth data

In-file metadata is very helpful, but the
dataset needs metadata about the file
formats available before the user even
gets to the data files.
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Conclusions (overall)
Problems aren’t necessarily with the datasets
themselves, but the way the repository makes the
data available (or not)
•
Accessibility is a major issue – if a dataset
isn’t open to the reviewer, then it’s not possible for it
to be reviewed.
• Even minor blocks could put reviewers off.
•
•

If important metadata for the dataset is
locked in a paper behind a paywall, then that
reduces the usability of the dataset.
Human-readable metadata is critical.

•

Peer-review won’t be done by machines any
time soon, so the dataset’s metadata has to
be open and easily readable by human
reviewers..
•
Linking from the dataset landing pages to
other sources of metadata is helpful, but these links
need to be maintained.
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http://xkcd.com/1403/

How to quantify impact?
The impact of a dataset can only be
determined by time!
•Would an 18th century ship’s captain
have realised how important their
logs of meteorological measurements
would be to climate scientists in the
21st century?
But we can know that if a dataset
isn’t useable now, it’s going to be no
use in the future.

Impact needs usability!
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Thanks for your attention

http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?comicid=494
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